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Abstract

The dependence of the degree of interaction of a solute with the stationary phase at the time of its elution from the column
in temperature-programmed GC is best described by interaction level of the solute. The latter represents the fraction of a
solute residing in the stationary phase relative to the total amount of the solute. A simple approach to the evaluation of
interaction levels of eluting solutes in a single-ramp temperature program is proposed. In a single-ramp temperature program
having no preceding temperature plateau, all solutes that elute at temperatures that are about 608C higher than the initial
temperature of the heating ramp elute with nearly the same interaction levels that can be found as exp(2r), where r is
dimensionless heating rate. A specially designed temperature plateau preceding the ramp causes all solutes eluting during the
entire time of the ramp to elute with nearly the same interaction levels equal to exp(2r). A transformation of the interaction
level of a solute into its retention factor or mobility factor (a fraction of a solute in a mobile phase in relation to the total
amount of the solute) and vice versa is also described.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction below). In this study, we evaluate the values, k , le e

and m , of k, l and m at the time of solute elutione

In chromatography, the relationship between the from the column in temperature programmed GC
solute and the mobile phase velocities is typically (gas chromatography).
expressed by the solute retention factor [1], k, or by A detailed study of a temperature-programmed GC
the quantity m 5 1/(1 1 k), introduced by Consden is mathematically complex [3,4], and the details
et al. in 1944 [2]. Sometimes, it can be more frequently obscure the general picture. Here we
convenient to use quantity l 5 1 2 m instead of k or pursue a limited goal of evaluation of the major
m (for the interpretation of m and l, see analysis trends in k , l and m . To find the simple results, wee e e

not only narrow the scope of this study as outlined in
its title (constant pressure, single-ramp temperature*Corresponding author. Fax: 11-302-239-3941.
program), but we also choose to ignore the depen-E-mail address: lmblumberg@worldnet.att.net (L.M. Blum-

berg). dence of a gas viscosity on the temperature, T, and
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assumed that the retention factor, k, of a solute can is usually in the vicinity of k 51. Eq. (1), describinge

be expressed as [5]: k in the vicinity of T which is T at k51, focuseschar e

exactly on this region and, thereby, can better fit the
ln k 5 (T 2 T ) /u (1)char char experimental data than Eq. (2).

The last argument also provides a reason for
where u 5 2 dT /dk at k51 (inverse of the slopechar ignoring the gas viscosity dependence on tempera-
in k vs. 2T at k51) is characteristic thermal ture [17,18]. As the elution parameters of each solute
constant of a solute, and T is its characteristicchar in temperature programmed GC are mostly affected
elution temperature (the temperature at which the by its migration during a relatively short time period
solute elutes with k51). immediately preceding the elution, the change in a

The linear dependence of ln k on T in Eq. (1) is a gas viscosity during that short period does not
first approximation [5] to the thermodynamically significantly affect elution parameters. We shall
more meaningful [3,4,6–8], but non-linear depen- ignore this effect in favor of the simplicity of the
dence: results.

21 The net effect of these approximations is graphi-ln k 5 a 1 bT (2)
cally illustrated, at the end of this study.

The non-linearity of this function is the main cause
of the complications in known studies of the tem-
perature-programmed GC. In addition to that, param- 2. Theory
eters a and b of Eq. (2) have no direct chromato-
graphic meaning [5].

2.1. Migration of a solute relative to the mobileThe mathematical aspects of the approximation of
phaseEq. (2) by Eq. (1) were discussed elsewhere [5].

However, there are also the practical ones.
As we mentioned in the beginning of the Intro-Parameters a and b of Eq. (2) can change [9,10]

duction, the relationship between the velocities of awith the temperature. At the same time, the measure-
solute and the mobile phase can be described inment of these parameters for large values of k, is
several ways. Retention factor [1], k (the ratio of thetime consuming. As a result, the measurements are
amount of solute in the stationary phase to that in thetypically done [5,11–14] for relatively small k values
mobile phase) is the most frequently used one. Whileconfined within a narrow (typically, less than 1008C)
k most directly relates to the solute thermodynamictemperature range. From that point of view, both Eq.
properties, Eqs. (1) and (2), the separation of given(2) with fixed a and b, and Eq. (1) are just two
solutes eventually depends on the difference in theirdifferent approaches to curve fitting experimental
velocities:data. While both yield very close ln k values within

experimental temperature range [5], it is not certain u 5 mu (3)s
that, in a wide temperature range (hundreds of8C),
Eq. (2) gives substantially more accurate results. as they migrate through the column (u is velocity of

There is another important aspect of solute migra- the mobile phase). Introduced by Consden et al. in
tion in temperature programmed GC. During a long 1944 [2] and known from other workers [1,4,6–
linear heating ramp, retention factor, k , of each 8,19–25], the quantity m 5 1/(1 1 k) represents ae

eluting solute converges to the value that is primarily fraction of the solute in a mobile phase in relation to
affected by the dependence of k on (T2T ) in the its total amount. When m 50, no solute is in thee

vicinity of the solute’s elution temperature, T [3–5]. mobile phase and, hence, has a zero mobility. In thee

This magnifies the importance of describing k vs. T other extreme, when m 51, the solute is entirely in
for each solute in the vicinity of its own elution the mobile phase and, therefore, migrates with the
temperature, T . An optimum value of k depends velocity of the mobile phase and has maximume e

[5,15,16] on specific optimization constraints, but it mobility. We will refer to m as to the solute mobility
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1factor. Giddings suggested [8] (p. 233, different priori known independent parameter. Eq. (1), allows
symbols were used for m and k in the original text) one to express T via k as:init init

that ‘‘most equations describing chromatography are T 5 T 2u ln k (6)init char char initsimpler when expressed in terms of m rather than k.’’
Eq. (3) is a good example of that. Earlier [5,24], we introduced dimensionless tempera-

Complimentary to m is the quantity l 5 1 2 m ture, x, dimensionless heating rate, r, dimensionless
which represents the fraction of solute in the station- time, t, and dimensionless retention time, t , definedR

ary phase in relation to the total amount of the as:
solute. One might think of l as a measure of the x 5 T /u , r 5 R t /u , t 5 t /t ,char T M char Mlevel of interaction of the solute with the stationary

t 5 t /t (7)R R Mphase. This level can change from 0 for the solutes
that have no interaction with the stationary phase where t and t are void time and retention time,M R(i.e. have 100% presence in the mobile phase) to 1 respectively. Accounting for Eqs. (5) and (6), one
for the solutes that totally reside in the stationary can rewrite Eq. (1) as:
phase. Some chromatographic equations become

2rtln k 5 ln k 2 rt, or k 5 k e (8)simpler and have more transparent interpretation (see init init

below) when expressed via l rather than via k or m. Let k be elution retention factor of a solute, i.e. theeIt follows directly from their definitions that solute retention factor at the time, t , of its elutionRquantities k, m, and l relate as: from the column. Eq. (8) yields:

l 1 2 m k t 5 (ln k 2 ln k ) /r (9)R init e]] ]] ]]k 5 5 , l 5 5 1 2 m,1 1 l m 1 2 k
Ignoring the temperature dependence of a gas vis-1
cosity, one can write elution equation [24] for a]]m 5 5 1 2 l (4)1 1 k tRconstant column pressure as e m dt 5 1 which, due0

tRto Eq. (4), can be written as e dt /(1 1 k) 5 1.02.2. Elution parameters
tRCoupled with Eq. (8), this becomes e dt /(1 10

2rtk e ) 5 1. Integration of this equation yields:initConsider a single-ramp temperature program:

1 1 k exp(2rt )T 5 T 1 R t (5) init Rinit T ]]]]]]rt 1 ln 5 r (10)R 1 1 k init
where T is initial temperature, R is heating rate,init T

Several useful relations can be derived from thisand t is time from the solute injection into the
equation. Its solution for t is:column. This program has no preceding temperature R

r rplateau. ln[e 1 (e 2 1) k ]init
]]]]]]It will be useful for subsequent derivation to treat t 5 (11)R r

the initial retention factor, k , of each solute ratherinit
where, due to Eq. (4), k can be expressed via lthan the initial temperature, T , in Eq. (5) as an a init initinit
as:

1 k 5 l /(1 2 l ) (12)This quantity is also known as a retardation factor [1,6,19– init init init

21,23], retention ratio [8,22,25], and propagation factor [24]. In
A result of the substitution of Eq. (9) in Eqs. (10) orour view, the terms retardation factor and retention ratio are
(11) can be expressed as:counterintuitive. They assign the highest retardation or retention

values to the least retained (i.e. the most mobile) solutes. In 2r
l 5 l e (13)e initaddition to that, retention ratio can be confused with retention

factor, k. The term propagation factor that we previously proposed
where, according to Eq. (4), l 5 k /(1 1 k )init init init[24] is sufficiently descriptive and somewhat intuitive. However,
and l 5 k /(1 1 k ) are initial and elution inter-this term seems to be less suitable for chromatography than the e e e

term mobility factor, proposed herein. action levels of a solute, respectively. Finally, substi-
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tution of Eq. (12) in Eq. (11) followed by the
cancellation of l between the result and Eq. (13)init

leads to the expression:

r(t 21)Re 2 1
]]]]l 5 (14)rte Re 2 1

Eqs. (11) and (13) describe the parameters (the
dimensionless retention time, t , and elution inter-R

action level, l ) of each specific solute via its initiale

conditions, k or l , and via the heating rate, r, ofinit init

a temperature program. Eq. (14) describes elution
interaction levels of all solutes as a function of their Fig. 2. Stable elution parameters: (—) interaction level, l 5eo

2r 2re ; (- - -) mobility factor, m 5 1 2 e ; and (— — —) retentionretention times and the heating rate. Using Eq. (7) to eo
rfactor, k 5 1/(e 2 1), resulting from heating ramp with dimen-eoconvert dimensionless parameters, r and t , in Eqs.R sionless rate, r.

(11)–(14) into their absolute equivalents, R and t ,T R

one can express the behavior of the solutes in those
2rabsolute terms. Also, using Eqs. (7) and (5), one can l 5 e (15)eo

express l in Eq. (14) as a function (Fig. 1) of thee that depends only on the dimensionless heating rate,solute elution temperature, T , rather than its elutione rtime.
(2) All solutes that are substantially retained at theDue to its simplicity, Eq. (13) deserves additional

beginning of the ramp (l ¯1) elute with nearly theinitattention. It indicates that (Figs. 1 and 2):
same interaction level approaching l in Eq. (15).eo(1) During a linear heating ramp, interaction

In view of Eq. (15), one can write Eq. (13) as:levels, l , of the eluting solutes asymptoticallye

approach a stable value: l 5 l l (16)e init eo

For all solutes that are substantially retained at the
beginning of the temperature program (l ¯1), Eq.init

(16) can be approximated (Fig. 2) as:

2r
l ¯ l 5 e (17)e eo

The same follows for the large t values from Eq.R

(14) confirming that, as the heating ramp progresses,
the interaction levels, l , of the eluting solutese

2rasymptotically approaches the stable level of e
(Figs. 1 and 2).

For the other two elution parameters in Eq. (4),
one has from Eq. (13):

kFig. 1. Elution interaction levels, l , vs. a column temperature inite ]]]]]k 5 ,r reincrease, T2T , from the beginning of a heating ramp. Eachinit e 1 (e 2 1) k init2rsolute elutes with the interaction level l 5 l e , Eq. (13), thate init 2r
m 5 1 2 (1 2 m ) e (18)depends only on the initial interaction level, l , of the solute, e initinit

and on the dimensionless heating rate, r. When the column
For solutes that are substantially retained at thetemperature increases, the interaction levels, l , of the elutinge

2r beginning of the ramp (i.e. um u<1, k 41), msolutes asymptotically approach a stable value, e , that depends init init e
only on r. Assumptions: (a) no initial temperature plateau prior to and k also approach their own stable levels (Fig. 2):e
the heating ramp, and (b) all solutes have the same characteristic

r 2r
thermal constant, u 5308C [5]. k 5 1/(e 2 1), m 5 1 2 e (19)char eo eo
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corresponding to k and m at k 5` and m 50, depending on optimization constraints, optimal di-e e init init

respectively. Notice that Eqs. (18) and (19) are not mensionless heating rate can have different values
as simple as their counterparts, Eqs. (13), (15)–(17), that are below unity, but not very far from it.
for l and l . Secondly, we have also shown [5] by computere eo

simulation that, when 0.1#r#1, all solutes that
elute after the temperature becomes about 2uchar

3. Discussion (about 608C) higher than T , elute with nearly theinit

same l . Expressed as a direct function of T, thise

In the theoretical section, we have established, asymptotic behavior of l (Fig. 1) follows from Eq.e

Eqs. (13), (15)–(17) that, in a single-ramp tempera- (14). Practically speaking, this means that about
ture program with no preceding temperature plateau, 608C after the start of a heating ramp, all solutes
the elution interaction level, l , of a solute is a elute with nearly the same elution interaction level,e

2rproduct of its initial, l , and the stable, l , l , that can be found as e (Fig. 2). The mostinit eo e

interaction levels (Eq. (15)). These expressions remarkable property of the solutes eluting after about
quantify an experimentally known fact that the 608C from the start of a heating ramp is that their
higher the heating rate in temperature programmed elution parameters essentially depend only on the
GC, the lower the retention of solutes during their dimensionless heating rate, Eqs. (15) and (16) (Fig.
last stages of migration in general, and during their 1), regardless of initial values of these parameters.
elution in particular. Eqs. (13), (15)–(17) show that Example 2. Assume that, as in Example 1, r50.5.
l drops exponentially (Fig. 2) with an increase in The elution interaction levels, l , of all solutes thate e

the heating rate, r. It is important to emphasize that it elute after the column temperature becomes about
2 ris not the absolute heating rate, R , that counts, but 608C higher than T , are close to l 5e ¯0.6.T init eo

rather its relation, r, Eq. (7), to void time, t , and to In one important practical case, all solutes elutingM

characteristic thermal constant, u , (typically, 30– during the heating ramp, including the ones that elutechar

408C [5,26]) of the solute. during the early portion of the ramp, have l ¯l .e eo

Example 1. According to Eq. (7), R 5 ru /t . In practice, some solutes in a sample mixtureT char M

Assuming that T 5508C, u 5308C, r50.5, one might just barely interact with the stationary phase atinit char

has for a 5-m3100-mm column with t ¯0.075 min T . A temperature increase during migration ofM init

(1 ml /min of hydrogen at T [27]) a value of these solutes further diminishes their interaction withinit

R ¯2008C/min. On the other hand, for a 100-m3 the phase, and, hence, their already potentially lowT

530-mm column with t ¯6.5 min (4.2 ml /min of separability. It can be beneficial for the separation ofM

helium at T [27]), R ¯2.38C/min. This shows these solutes to provide a temperature plateau at Tinit T init

how different the absolute heating rates, R , can be (isothermal section) that lasts through the elution ofT

for the same dimensionless heating rate, r, depending these solutes. By freeing a column of these solutes
on column dimensions, carrier gas type and its flow- before the initiation of the ramp, a short temperature
rate. plateau reduces the transitional portion of the ramp

It follows from Eq. (16) that, when l is high where l ,l . On the other hand, if the plateau is soinit e eo

(l ¯1), its actual value (whether it is, say, 0.9, long that the highly interactive solutes elute beforeinit

0.99 or 0.999) does not have significant effect. Only the ramp, it might take a significant portion of the
when l is substantially lower than 1, its impact ramp before l gets down to l . Using too long ainit e eo

can be significant. plateau can also substantially increase the total
The time after which l becomes close to its stable analysis time. These two extremes suggest that theree

level l can be found from Eqs. (11) and (12). might be a middle ground — a temperature plateaueo

Unfortunately, the initial elution parameters, l or that has such a duration, t , that is just long enoughinit po

k , of the solutes in these expressions are typically to essentially eliminate the deviations of l from linit e eo

unknown. Fortunately, however, this problem can be during its initial portion. Finding the best rule for
easily avoided due to the following two facts. First, selecting such t is beyond the scope of this report.po

as we have experimentally shown earlier [15,16], However, it seems natural to choose t 5 (1 1po
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k ) t as the first approximation. The ramp thateo M

follows after such a plateau starts at the time when
the solute eluting at the end of the isothermal section
elutes with the retention factor, k , which is theeo

same as the stable retention factor for solutes eluting
during the subsequent ramp.

Due to Eq. (19), t can be found as:po

2rt 5 (1 1 k ) t 5 t /(1 2 e ) (20)po eo M M

To reflect the fact that dimensionless measure, t /po

t , of t depends only on dimensional heating rate,M po

we will say that the temperature plateau matches the
Fig. 3. Elution interaction levels, l , in a balanced single-rampeheating rate. Quantities t /t , k , l and m , atpo M eo eo eo temperature program, Eqs. (21) and (20). A solute eluting during

the end, t , of the matching plateau for several the temperature plateau elutes at dimensionless time t 5 1 1 k ,po R init

and, hence, has interaction level l 5 k /(1 1 k ) 5 (t 2 1) /heating rates are listed in Table 1. A balanced single- e init init R

t . For the ramp, solid lines (—) show results of a computerRramp temperature program consisting of a linear
simulation [28] of l vs. k for k vs. T described in Eq. (1).e initheating ramp preceded by the matching temperature 2rDashed lines (- - -) mark asymptotic levels, l 5 e , for the leo eplateau can be described as: values at the same dimensionless heating rates, r. In view of a
relatively small departures of l from l , one can reasonablye eo

T , when t # t assume that, during the ramp, l ¯l .init po e eoT 5 (21)HT 1 (t 2 t ) R , when t . tinit po T po

A computer simulation [28] of l values in a 3.3. Approximationse

balanced temperature program are shown in Fig. 3.
Because the distribution of the solutes in the column This study is based on two simplifying assump-
prior to the start of the ramp results from isothermal tions. Eq. (1) was used instead of the widely known
conditions, some departures of l from their stable [3,4,6–8] and thermodynamically more meaningfule

vales, l , do occur during the early portion of the formulae in Eq. (2). Also, the temperature depen-eo

ramp (see Fig. 3). However, the departures are dence [17,18] of a gas viscosity, h, was ignored. The
relatively small and can be ignored as a first approxi- effect of these simplifications on the value of l ise

mation. One can conclude that, in a balanced single- shown in Fig. 4. A justification for the choice of the
ramp temperature program, Eqs. (21) and (20), range of the dimensionless heating rate, r, in Fig. 4
elution parameters, l , k , and m , of all solutes can be found in our previous studies [15,16] where,e e e

eluting during the heating ramp remain nearly con- using experimental data, we have shown that the
stant, and can be approximately described by Eqs. optimal r values (that depend on the optimization
(15) and (19). constraints) are lower than unity, but not very far

from it. The data in Fig. 4 allow one to conclude that
the simple expression in Eq. (16) and other related
formulae provide an adequate representation of theTable 1

Dimensionless duration, t /t , Eq. (20), of a matching tempera- dependence of elution parameters in a temperaturepo M

ture plateau, and parameters of a solute eluting at the end, t , ofpo programmed GC on the dimensionless heating rate,
the plateau vs. dimensionless heating rate, r r, in a wide range of useful values of r.
r t /t k l mpo M eo eo eo

0.25 4.52 3.52 0.78 0.27
0.5 2.54 1.54 0.68 0.39 4. Conclusion
0.75 1.9 0.9 0.47 0.53
1 1.58 0.58 0.37 0.63 There are several alternative ways — solute
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5. Nomenclature

Symbol Description (measured in units of)
k retention factor (–)
r dimensionless heating rate, Eq. (7) (–)
R heating rate (temperature / time)T

T column temperature (temperature)
t time (time)
T characteristic elution temperature [5]char

(temperature)
t void time (time)M

t duration of matching temperaturepo

plateau, Eq. (20) (time)
Fig. 4. Elution interaction level, l , vs. dimensionless heating t retention time (time)e R
rate, r, Eq. (7), for a solute that has been substantially retained u carrier gas velocity (length / time)
(l ¯1) at the beginning of a linear heating ramp: (—) numeri-init u solute velocity (length / time)scal solution [28] of elution equation [24] (see also Appendix in

x dimensionless temperature, Eq. (7) (–)Ref. [5] for details) for k in Eq. (2) and for gas viscosity
0.7 2r l interaction level, Eqs. (4) (–)proportional to T [17,18], (- - -) l 5 e , Eq. (15).eo

m mobility factor, Eqs. (4) (–)
u characteristic thermal constant [5] (tem-char

perature)
retention factor, mobility factor, interaction level — t dimensionless time, Eq. (7) (–)
to describe the relationship between the velocity of t dimensionless retention time, Eq. (7) (–)R

migration of a solute and that of a mobile phase in Subscript Definition
chromatography. We found that the interaction level, char characteristic
l, is the most suitable for analytical description of e elution
dependence of the elution properties of the solutes on init initial
the heating rate in a single-ramp temperature pro- o stable values, Eqs. (15) and(19)
grammed GC. We have shown that, in a single-ramp
temperature program with no preceding temperature
plateau, all solutes eluting about 608C above the
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